
Welcome home
Traditional composite door range

from as low as
U-VALUE



A stunning and secure
addition to any home
Superior looks and performance from one of the
UK’s leading home improvement manufacturers –
this is the VEKA composite door.

Our composite doors offer all the traditional good looks of timber without any of the drawbacks. 

While timber may crack, split or warp and of course, need regular sanding and re-painting, uPVC 

requires very little maintenance and offers all the security, performance and long-life expectancy of 

modern materials.

The tough GRP surface is highly scratch-resistant and will help it keep that ‘new look’ finish through 

its long life. This is mounted onto a composite material sub-frame, supported by laminated timber 

stiffeners and pressure filled with energy-efficient foam. The outer edge of the door is protected with 

a hard wearing uPVC strip that provides a neat and durable finish.

Security of valued possessions and protecting loved ones are the main priority of any homeowner.  
Our composite doors have been designed to exceed even the most stringent of expectations. This is 

why we have incorporated a number of security features as standard.

All VEKA composite doors are fitted with the neat and unobtrusive Guardian butt hinge designed with 

longevity in mind, these robust, precision-engineered hinge allow lateral and horizontal adjustment by 

the removal of the interchangeable cover caps and come in a choice of 9 colours.

• Upgrades to the D2D hinge are available to give greater adjustment for doors being fitted into 

older properties.

• As standard the threshold is 70mm uPVC but this can be altered to an aluminium low threshold 

with the option of a wheelchair friendly ramp.

• Upgrade to the AV2 heritage door lock for an automatic locking door, automatically throws the 

hooks and deadbolts, making your home instantly secure.

ABOUT VEKA

The VEKA UK Group have pioneered the 
design and manufacture of window and 
door systems for over 30 years. With 
a continual investment in VEKA and 
Halo profile systems the brands are now 
some of the most technically advanced 
on the market.  A 10 year guarantee on 
all products, gives the added confidence 
that once fitted VEKA and Halo products 
will last for years to come.  Just a few 
of the reasons why they are now one of 
the most specified uPVC systems in the 
world.

2D Butt Hinge

D2D Adjustable 
Hinge

AV2 heritage door lock
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YOUR STYLE AND COLOUR

The first decisions in designing your new 
front door are deciding on the style and 
colour.  

• Choose from over 30 door designs
• As standard we have 6 exterior 

colours and 2 woodgrains or a wide 
selection of premium colours.

• Supplied in a VEKA or Halo outer 
frame.

YOUR GLAZING OPTIONS

The glass you choose is as important as 
the style and colour.  We have a wide 
array of glass designs perfectly suited for 
each type of door.

Choosing the right glass options can really 

be a focal point for your door.

YOUR HARDWARE OPTIONS

The hardware you choose gives your door 
its own individual look and is available in a 
wide range of colours.

Choosing the right hardware makes a 
statement about you and your home.

A fantastic addition to the entrance of any home, with a wide selection of 
styles, glazing options there is a combination, perfect for your home.



Security of valued possessions and protecting 
loved ones are the main priority of any 
homeowner.  Our composite doors have been 
designed to exceed even the most stringent of 
expectations. This is why we have incorporated a 
number of security features as standard.

• Security hooks with additional linear bolt at 
the top and bottom of the door.

• Fitted with a neat and unobtrusive 

Guardian hinge, designed with longevity in 

mind; these simple hinges give the minimum 

of adjustment by the use of the removable 

covers and come in a choice of 5 colours.

• Ultion Diamond Secure Cylinder Lock 
supplied on all doors - details opposite.

• Optional upgrade available for PAS 24 
certification - The security standard.

Our hardware specification is approved by 
MACO, a leading manufacturer of security 
locking hardware.  Our composite doors meet 
the rigorous standards demanded for compliance 
to the MACO Secure Plus Scheme.  This unique 
scheme recognises how home security is 
paramount and endorses products incorporating 
its locks by offering an independent guarantee 
and warranty.  

Further optional upgrades
In addition to the standard security features that 
will be added to your door, there are a number of 
optional upgrades:

Secondary deadlock
Upgrade to a secondary deadlock with 
thumbturn Cylinder that operates independently 
of the main lock.  This is located at shoulder 
height and operated by a simple thumbturn, 
which throws a 20mm dead bolt into the frame 
for additional security.

Door hinges

You also have the option to upgrade to the D2D 

hinge which is designed with greater adjustment 

for doors being fitted into older properties 

where it might be needed and it is also available  

Available in 12 colours making it a fantastic 

option for outward opening doors.

AV2 Heritage Automatic Door Lock

Upgrade to an automatic locking door. This lock 

negates the need for a lever/lever door handle. 

You just pull or push the door closed with the bar 

handle and it automatically throws the hooks and 

dead bolt, making your home secure.

When leaving your home or going to bed just 

simply turn the key to deadlock everything into 

position.

Secured by design
Optional upgrades to Secured by design with the 
addition of a number of security features.  Just 
ask for “Secured by Design” and we will make 
sure all the additional safety features to comply 
will be added to your door.
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We’ve managed to strike the perfect balance with our doors, they look 
warm and welcoming to visitors, but be assured that they are fitted 
with top of the range hardware to provide a formidable barrier against 
any intruders to keep your home and loved ones safe at all times. 

A MUCH MORE SECURE HOME

Security Hook & Linear Bolt 
as standard above and below 
the handle.

Optional secondary deadlock



Installations including MACO products 
are covered by the Secure Plus Guarantee 
Scheme upon registration.

• 10 year security guarantee

• 10 Year Product Warranty

• Home Insurance Savings

• Excess Cover

• Replacement Product Cover

• Lost Key Return

• Key Holding

• Alarm Response

Millions of doors in the UK can be opened quietly in under 10 seconds 
with normal tools.  Even the most secure multi-point hook mechanisms 
are disabled when the cylinder lock is snapped.  

Still protects when they key is inside the lock
Something many of us are guilty of is leaving the key in the lock on the inside. 
Even with the most snap secure locks leaving the key in the lock can completely 
remove any snap protection you thought you had.  But not with the Ultion!

Attack forces lockdown mode
The moment that Ultion detects forced entry it activates an attack lock directly 
into the central cam, this is ‘Lockdown Mode’. Even if the most determined 
intruder gets past Ultion’s two sacrificial sections he won’t get to the attack lock 
because it is protected deep inside a solid molybdenum core and secured with a 
dedicated retaining pin. When Ultion is in lockdown mode your home and family 
are safe.

This is why we have chosen to incorporate the Ultion Diamond secure lock 
with all of our composite doors.  When the Ultion detects attack a hidden lock 
automatically engages.  Even in lockdown mode it stops the intruder from 
opening your door.  Even after the failed attempt your door can still be opened 
and locked from the inside.

The Ultion has been rigorously tested, nothing has beaten it.  Not even the finest 
3 star locks, making the Ultion the most secure lock on the market.

For more information on Ultion and the benefits visit 
www.ultion-lock.co.uk
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WHAT IS 
SECURED BY 
DESIGN?
Secured by Design is the official UK Police 
flagship scheme  which recognises products 
incorporating effective crime prevention 
solutions at the design stage and only 
awards accreditation to products which 
pass their stringent testing. 

www.securedbydesign.com

Specifying “Secured by Design” on 
your order ensures your door will be 
manufactured to the ultimate security 
specification for complete peace of mind 
and protection of your home.  If an intruder snaps Ultion and breaks 

into your home, Ultion will pay you 
*£1000.

*your lock must be registered  

The ultimate in door 
Security supplied with 
our doors as standard

SUMMARY OF 
BENEFITS...

MACO 
SECURE PLUS



Note: Colours shown are for guidance only and should not be used for colour matching.  Also note that 

in the final supplied product in certain light, the frame & door slab may appear slightly different due to 

the different material composition.  Opening out doors will show a white edge-band if interior colour is 

white.

GreenRedBlueWhite

Black Golden OakRosewood

White Golden OakRosewood

Doors

Door Frames

Black Grey
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Grey
Premium colour

Every door we install can be truly 
unique with your choice of furnishings 
including handles, letterboxes and 
door knockers, you can make sure the 
entrance to your home is truly your 
own.

We supply the Fab and Fix range of 
suited door handles, letterplates, finger 
pulls and door knockers.  These are 
available in White, Bright Chrome, 
Satin Chrome, Bright Bronze, Hardex 
Graphite, Hardex Gold, Black and 
Antique Black in a wide range of styles 
to complement your door.

All furnishings are supplied with a full 
10 year mechanical warranty, giving 
you the confidence that your new door 
will look good for years to come.

White Bright
Chrome

Satin
Chrome

Bright
Bronze

Hardex
Graphite

Hardex
Gold

Black

Hardware Colours

ADD YOUR 
FURNITURE

Antique 
Black

A selected range is also available in stainless steel

MAKE YOUR CHOICES

CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR

Whether you’re looking for bold and 
vibrant or muted and under stated we 
have a colour choice to suit your taste 
and keep your home looking good for 
years to come.

Our standard range of finishes are 2 
woodgrains and 6 colours for doors and 2 
woodgrains and 3 colours for frames. As 
standard all doors are supplied with a white 
interior, or if you prefer you can upgrade to 
a coloured interior.

Whether you prefer contrasting or 
complimentary frames and doors, you have 
complete flexibility to choose these options.

In addition to the standard colour options 
for an additional cost you can choose from 
32 premium colours, if you are looking for 
something a little more specific.



V Handle

Stainless Steel Bar Handles for AV2 heritage 

Bow 
Handle

Inline 
Handle

Offset
 Handle

D Handle
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Choose from a wide array of glass designs and production 

techniques to create a stylish option for your home, from 

conventional coloured glass to elaborate Art Deco bevels. 

We also offer a full range of textured or clear backing glass. 

Glazing options include:

• Leads  • Colours

• Bevels • Fusion art

• Etching

Where side panels  are needed these can be 

manufactured to complement your composite door 

and are available with or without glazing. Choose 

from half and full-frame side panels. 

GLAZING OPTIONS

Contura

Cotswold Minster

Stippolyte Clear

Chantilly Charcoal Sticks

Flemish

Sycamore

Glass pattern range for backing glass
Below are textured glass designs that can be 

incorporated into your glass designs apart from 

the triple glazed designs which have the patterned 

design built in.

Add side panels
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Horse Tail 
Knocker

Urn 
Knocker

Pad

Lever

Slim Urn 
Knocker

Letterplate



You’re the designer
Choose your style, then your colour, completely change the 

look with the various glazing options and then complete 

the look with your choice of hardware. Don’t leave it to 

guesswork, we can show you exactly how your choices will 

look in your home with our online designer.  We’ll take you 

through the choices, upload a picture of your home and 

superimpose the door you have designed to ensure your 

choice complements it perfectly.

There are so many combinations that it’s often difficult to 

know which ones are right for you until you see it in place.  

Make sure you make the right choices by designing your 

ideal door on our door designer.

DESIGN AND 
VIEW YOUR 
PERFECT DOOR....

With such a wide selection of styles, 
colours, hardware and glazing 
options available for your new door, 
it can sometimes be difficult to 
visualise what you need.

Our door designer lets you see just 
that and even lets you upload a 
picture of your home to see exactly 
how your choices will look in reality.

Choose your style

Choose your colour

Choose your glazing

All VEKA composite doors  
have a U-value from as low 
as 1.0 and no more than 
1.6 comply with Building 
Regulations across the UK.

Selected glass patterns 
are triple glazed for further 
enhanced performance.

Look out for these logos throughout this brochure.

from as low as
U-VALUE



Craftsman
Craftsman Craftsman 1

Featuring Murano Glass

Murano

Bevel SupremeClear / Obscure*

Bevel Allure

Leaded Torcello

Glass patterns

Craftsman 1

Bevel Floral

Colour Rose Colour Traditional
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Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Choose your style

Choose your colour

Choose your glazing



Crown
Crown 1
Featuring Elegance Glass

Crown 3
Featuring Brass Clarity Glass

Crown 5
Featuring Obscure Glass

Crown 7
Featuring Clear Glass
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Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides



Glass patterns

Crown 1

Capri Bevel DiamondsClear/Obscure* Bevel SupremeBevel Allure

RoyaleSimplicity PrairieElegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut

Colour Diamonds Murano Leaded Torcello

Clear / obscure* Colour Diamonds Murano Leaded TorcelloBevel Diamonds Bevel Supreme Bevel Allure

Elegance Brass Clarity Royale

Crown 3

Clear / Obscure*

Crown 5 Crown 7

Clear / Obscure*

Prairie Simplicity

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to pages 6 & 7.

Triple Glazed
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Marquise
Marquise 2
Featuring Brass Clarity Glass

Marquise 2-2
Featuring Capri Glass

Marquise 2-3
Featuring Royale Glass
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Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides



Glass patterns

Side Panels

SP2 SP2-2 Right SP2-2 Right SP2-3 Right

PLEASE NOTE: Square edge designs will not fit into the Marquise 2-2 and 2-3.
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to pages 6 & 7.

Triple Glazed

Marquise 2

Marquise 2-2 Marquise 2-3

Clear / Obscure*

Bevel Diamonds Bevel Supreme

Colour Diamonds Bevel Allure

Murano Capri Leaded Torcello

Elegance Brass 
Clarity

Diamond 
Cut

Simplicity Royale Prairie

Colour Traditional Colour Rose

Bevel Floral
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Princess
Featuring Elegance Glass Featuring Blind (ideal for back doors)
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Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides



Glass patterns

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to pages 6 & 7.

Triple Glazed

Princess

Leaded Torcello Capri

Prairie Simplicity Royale Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut

Colour DiamondsClear / 
Obscure*

Bevel Diamonds Bevel SupremeBevel Allure Murano

Blind
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Radiant
Radiant 0 Radiant 2

Featuring Brass Clarity Glass
Radiant 4
Featuring Simplicity Glass

SP0 SP2 SP4
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Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides



Glass patterns

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to pages 6 & 7.

Triple Glazed

Radiant 2

Radiant 4

Bevel Diamonds

Clear / Obscure* Colour Diamonds

Bevel Floral Bevel Supreme Prairie Brass Clarity

Leaded 
Torcello

Royale Simplicity

Clear / 
Obscure*

Bevel
Diamonds

Bevel
Supreme

Bevel
Floral

PrairieColour Diamonds MuranoBevel Allure Brass Clarity RoyaleSimplicityLeaded Torcello

Murano Bevel AllureColour Rose Colour Traditional
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Solitaire
Solitaire 0 Solitaire 1-2

Featuring Prairie Glass
Solitaire 2
Featuring Brass Clarity Glass

Solitaire 1
Featuring Colour Rose Glass
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Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides



Glass patterns

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of 
hardware please turn to pages 6 & 7.

Triple Glazed

Solitaire 1-2  

Solitaire 2

Clear / 
Obscure*

Colour 
Traditional

Colour Rose Bevel
Diamonds

Murano Leaded TorcelloColour Diamonds Bevel Allure Prairie

Clear / Obscure* Bevel Diamonds Bevel AllureLeaded TorcelloMurano

Simplicity Royale Prairie Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut

Solitaire 1

Colour Diamonds Murano Etched SquaresBevel DiamondsClear / Obscure* Colour TraditionalColour Rose

Capri Coloured Diamonds
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Solitaire
Solitaire 6
Featuring Bevel Diamond Glass

Solitaire 7
Featuring Diamond Cut Glass

Solitaire 4
Featuring Murano Glass

Solitaire 5
Featuring Prairie Glass

Solitaire 4 LH
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Solitaire 4
Centre

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Also available with a single aperture - 
ask for Solitaire 3.

Shown right featuring Murano glass



Glass patterns

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of 
hardware please turn to pages 6 & 7.

Triple Glazed

Solitaire 4   /   Solitaire 6

Colour DiamondsClear / Obscure* Murano Etched SquaresBevel Diamonds

Clear / Obscure* Bevel Diamonds Bevel SupremeColour Diamonds Bevel Allure Murano Capri

Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut Simplicity Royale Prairie

Leaded Torcello

Solitaire 7 / Solitaire 3

Solitaire 5

Prairie Simplicity Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond CutRoyaleLeaded Torcello CapriColour DiamondsClear / 
Obscure*

Bevel Diamonds Bevel SupremeBevel Allure Murano Blind
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TrillionSolitaire
Solitaire 9
Featuring Etched Squares Glass

Solitaire T3
Featuring Colour Rose Glass

Solitaire DT3
Featuring Bevel Diamonds Glass

Solitaire DT3 LH
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Solitaire T3 LHSolitaire 9 LH

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides

Available with
woodgrain on

both sides



Colour Traditional Bevel DiamondsClear / Obscure* Colour Diamonds

Elegance Brass Clarity Diamond Cut Simplicity Royale

Bevel Floral Bevel SupremeBevel Allure Murano Capri

Glass patterns

Solitaire 9  /   Solitaire T3    /   Solitaire TD3

Colour Diamonds Colour RoseClear / Obscure* Murano Etched SquaresBevel Diamonds

Trillion

PLEASE NOTE
For door and frame colours and choice of hardware please turn to pages 6 & 7.

Triple Glazed
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Copy

A comprehensive range of composite doors for those who 
love the look of a traditional timber door without the 
continual maintenance.

Choice: With over 30 door styles, 6 exterior colours and 2 woodgrains, 
various glazing options and hardware, every door can be designed to 
suit your individual taste.
Confidence:  The VEKA Group is the world’s largest privately-owned 
window systems company with a reputation for the finest quality. 
Security:  This is a real priority for most when purchasing a new door 
and with the VEKA Composite Door System this requirement is integral 
in the design.

All wrapped up with a 10 year guarantee.

©The Glazerite UK Group Ltd 2016   
Version CD15/4000/0616

Disclaimer: Due to the limitations in photographic and print process, 
actual colours may vary from those illustrated in this brochure and 

should be used for guidance only.  The Glazerite UK Group Ltd reserve 
the right to alter specifications without prior notice.




